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The Committee Manager
Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee
Parliament House
Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

To the Committee Manager
Submission to the Committee Manager on Planning and Environment Issues
Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations
The City of Casey would like to thank the Environment and Planning Standing
Committee on Environment and Planning issues for the opportunity to make a
submission to the inquiry into environmental infrastructure for growing populations in
Victoria.
Council recognises the benefits that a quality open space network has for the health
and liveability of the City’s residents and as such has a strong commitment to
ensuring that a diverse range of quality connected open spaces is provided within
the City.
Attached is Council’s response to the inquiry and our recommendations for the
Committee’s consideration.
We trust that the information provided will assist in the inquiry and look forward to
hearing the outcomes on this matter.
If you require any further information please contact Sonja van Nieuwenhoven,
Senior Strategic Planner on
or email s

Yours sincerely

Glenn Patterson
Chief Executive Officer

City of Casey Submission to the Committee Manager on Planning and
Environment Issues Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing
Populations
The City of Casey (Council) focuses this submission on the importance of access to
parks and public open space and the prioritisation of the delivery of regional open
spaces particularly as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This submission details the benefits of parks and open space in the City of Casey
and provides a brief description of the challenges and opportunities to address
Casey’s specific needs through the following recommendations:
1. The Victorian Government increase investment into Parks Victoria to
manage, maintain and upgrade existing parks and securing new land for
future parks and regional open spaces.
2. The Victorian Government to secure land and prioritise the delivery of the
future Clyde Regional Park.
3. The Victorian Government invest in urban forests in their underutilised
landholdings located within the City of Casey.
Council supports the relevance of this inquiry in response to the pandemic and looks
forward to working with the Victorian Government to ensure all people have access
to parks and public open space in the City of Casey.
Environmental Infrastructure in the City of Casey
In the City of Casey, a network of parks and public open spaces are an essential
infrastructure for connected and liveable communities. Through Council’s Open
Space Strategy, considerable research was undertaken demonstrating the multitude
of social, mental, physical, environmental, and economic benefits that open space
can provide, including but not limited to:
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Providing children with an opportunity to play and learn.
Providing opportunities for physical exercise.
Providing affordable places for social gatherings.
Conserving biodiversity.
Connecting us with the natural world.
Offering restorative qualities and thereby reduce stress and improve a sense
of wellbeing.
Providing pleasant places to be outdoors.
Enhancing neighbourhood character.
Contributing significantly to a sense of civic pride in a place.
Offering economic benefits (e.g. increased property values, employment
opportunities, tourism development and the support of major industries such
as sport, personal fitness, and landscape products and services).

As one of Australia’s fastest growing regions, third fastest in Victoria and eighth
fastest in Australia, the City of Casey’s population is forecast to grow 48.75 percent

from approximately 369,214 in 2020 to 549,190 by 20411. The rapid population
growth experienced in Casey has opportunities, but also poses challenges to the
access of existing, and delivery of future environmental infrastructure.
Challenges and Opportunities for Environmental Infrastructure
During the pandemic, the City of Casey has observed an unexpected increase in
visitation and utilisation of public open spaces, particularly parks. This unexpected
increase has placed increased demand for, and maintenance on public open spaces
and parks because of local activities being locked down and outdoor exercise
encouraged. In areas where public open space is only provided in the form of local
open spaces with playgrounds or organised sport, these types of public open spaces
were also being locked down, highlighting the need for a diversity in parks and public
open spaces at a variety of scales from local to regional.
There is substantial variation in the accessibility and availability of parks and public
open spaces across the City of Casey, particularly to regional open spaces. Both
Lysterfield Park and Churchill National Park provide access to some of the northern
suburbs in the City of Casey. However, with temporary closure of the Cranbourne
Royal Botanic Gardens during the pandemic, there are limited regional open spaces
and parks accessible and available to the Casey community, particularly those in the
growth areas. This represents a challenge for Council of not only managing rapid
population growth, but also ensuring everyone has access to available regional open
spaces, including people in the growth areas.
Recognising that regional open spaces are owned and managed by the Victorian
Government, increased investment in existing parks and securing new parks is
critical in the City of Casey. The securing of new land for future parks will not only
support the health and wellbeing of future communities in growth areas, but also
increase the resilience of these communities during a pandemic that without access
to available parks can be increasingly vulnerable to a pandemic.
Recommendation:
1. The Victorian Government increase investment into Parks Victoria to
manage, maintain and upgrade existing parks and securing new land for
future parks and regional open spaces.
To cater for the Casey’s rapid growth, the future Clyde Regional Park provides a
regional open space co-located with Council’s Clyde Park Sports Precinct and
Melbourne Water retarding basin that aims to provide both active and passive open
space in the growth areas of Casey. The Clyde Regional Park site was also
identified to manage, protect, and enhance habitat for the threatened Growling
Grass Frog, Dwarf Galaxias, Southern Brown Bandicoot, and migratory birds
through nature reserves. While catering for Casey’s rapid growth, managing,
protecting, and enhancing habitat has been a challenge in the growth areas.
Subsequently, Council’s Biodiversity Enhancement Strategy in 2003 determined that
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Population and household forecasts, 2016 to 2041, prepared by id. Consulting Pty Ltd,
based on ABS 2016 census data and forecasts last evaluated in May 2020.
https://forecast.id.com.au/casey

less than 7 percent of Casey’s remnant vegetation remained, of which two thirds was
moderately to severely degraded. Consequently, due to population growth and
increased development to accommodate the growth, the current percentage of
remnant vegetation remaining has declined.
While there is a state policy objective in all Victorian Planning Schemes to assist the
protection and conservation of Victoria’s biodiversity and ensure there is no net loss
to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation;
the City of Casey continues to have a decline in native vegetation, and consequently
biodiversity, and by virtue environmental infrastructure.
Additionally, the Australian Government endorsed the Delivering Melbourne’s
Newest Sustainable Communities program report, the Melbourne Strategic
Assessment Program (MSA Program) in 2010. This report commits Victoria to
streamline environmental approvals under both state and federal legislation. The
MSA Program manages the environmental impact of urban development in
Melbourne’s growth areas. Under the MSA program, the Victorian Government
committed to provide environmental offsets to compensate the loss of native
vegetation and create the Western Grassland Reserve and the Grassy Eucalypt
Woodland Reserve. While this is a good example of how to provide additional
environmental infrastructure, this offset to create new environmental
infrastructure has come at a cost to the Casey community. All native vegetation
removed within the municipality under the MSA Program being offset in local
government areas to the west and north of Metropolitan Melbourne and will not
serve the Casey community.
Outside the MSA Program and incorporated in all Victorian Planning Schemes is
the Guidelines for removal, destruction and lopping of Native Vegetation
2017 (the Guidelines) DELWP, which aims to avoid, minimise, and offset native
vegetation loss. This framework allows vegetation permitted for removal to be offset.
Despite this framework, the City of Casey continues to lose native vegetation as
these offsets occur in locations outside the City of Casey due to no offset sites being
established within Casey. Furthermore, the Guidelines do not mandate the
requirement for the offset to be obtained with the local government area, rather it
prescribes a catchment-based approach where any permitted vegetation removal
could be offset anywhere within the Port Phillip Western Port
Catchment. Consequently, resulting in further permitted vegetation removal in Casey
with no investment back into the environmental infrastructure in Casey.
As a result of the MSA Program and the frameworks outlined above, the City of
Casey continues to experience a decline in native vegetation, and consequently
biodiversity, and by virtue environmental infrastructure. As a result of the above
legislation and policies, two significant issues have emerged. Firstly, there are
limited regional open spaces and parks accessible and available to the Casey
community, particularly in growth areas. Secondly, it has become increasingly
difficult to face head on the challenges of urban heating, climate change, and
population growth without much-needed investment in urban forests. These issues
have been exacerbated by the pressures on local parks and public open spaces
because of the pandemic.

Further investment into regional open spaces is required in Casey such as the Clyde
Regional Park. With the Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO) applied to the Clyde
Regional Park in 2019, the land is to be acquired by the Victorian Government to
secure this regional open space for Casey’s growth areas. Prioritisation of the
delivery of the future Clyde Regional Park is required through the investment into the
land and future development of this essential environmental infrastructure for the
City of Casey. This investment would not only provide relief from the pressure of the
pandemic on local parks and public open spaces, but also provide the required
investment back into Casey to support future environmental infrastructure and the
health and wellbeing of our current and future communities.
Recommendation:
2. The Victorian Government to secure land and prioritise the delivery of the
future Clyde Regional Park.
Utilisation of underutilised Victorian Government land provides for a terrific
opportunity to meet Casey’s urban forestry needs. Underutilised land along Cardinia
Creek, Hallam Creek, and a variety of VicRoads landholdings are few of the
prominent opportunities for investment that would simultaneously meet the need for
additional tree canopy, public open space, and connectivity.

Recommendation:
3. The Victorian Government invest in urban forests within their underutilised
landholdings located within the City of Casey.

